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Croatia and Serbia after SFRY

25th June 1991 The Republic of Croatia

►2000 Croatia started negotiations on the 
Stabilization and Association (SA) Agreement with 
EU

►2001 SA Agreement adopted

►2005 SA Agreement enters into force

►2003 Croatia applies for EU membership 

►2005-2011 negotiations 

►2011 enters Schengen negotiations

►2013 becomes EU member state

►2015 begins technical evaluation for Schengen

►2019  European Commission concluded that 
Croatia had met all the technical requirements to 
enter  Schengen 

27th April 1992 Federal Republic of Yugoslavia

2003 Sate Union of Serbia and Montenegro

2006 Republic of Serbia

►2005 Serbia officially started negotiations with the EU 

toward reaching SA Agreement

►2008 SA Agreement signed

►2013 SA Agreement ratified

►2008 European partnership for Serbia adopted, setting 

out priorities for the country’s EU membership application 

►2009 Serbia formally applied for EU

►2012 Serbia granted EU candidate status

►2016  Frontex Liaison officer for Western Balkans 

installed in Belgrade

►2020 allows Frontex to operate on Serbian territory



EU borders - inside, out, within 



“This brutal closure of global borders reminds us how the security systems of many 

states were prepared for the complete suspension of human traffic. […] Most countries 

were well prepared to activate these border systems for the management of human 

beings, replicating models that have been circulating internationally for the past few 

years” Adriene Delmas and David Goeury (2020, 16-17).



Encamping 

“the dangerous ones” 

in Serbia



Borders as membranes



Violence on the Croatian borders



Closure and militarization of camps in Serbia



Border violence inside Serbia



Omnipresent militarization in Serbia



Conclusions

Risk of infection became new umbrella factor for organizing (im)mobility of 

people and basis for differentiation and appartheid.

It easily absorbed the existing social differentiations (age, gender, nationality, 

class, education, etc.).

It legitimized the amplification of surveillance and movement control.

Through bordering and othering, an imagery of order, a particular order, was 

produced.
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